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PART ONE: THE BASICS OF A REALTOR® WEBSITE

THE BASICS

REALTORS® ultimately have two primary interests in a web site; a web presence and
online marketing.

WEB PRESENCE

Providing a place where customers and potential customers can become familiar with
you and your services is the most important reason to have a web site. Customers can
review a CV or resume, search for properties, use online tools, find resources and
information, easily contact you and build their trust.  In 2014, 93% of buyers (when asked
by NAR) said they used a website to gain knowledge about the home they bought.
Almost half of them used an individual agent’s website to access the data. The same
survey indicated that 50% of REALTORS® have an agent website. Having a website is
an industry standard.

When a customer searches a name online, having a website helps determine what that
customer will find.

Each Florida REALTOR® is provided with a free basic agent or office web page through
the Florida Living Network (http://www.fl.living.net). In addition to the free web page,
fl.living.net also provides members with "frameable IDX links" to enhance a personal web
page with property search functionality, as well as a page that displays only personal or
company listings.

In addition to tools provided from FR, many MLSs also provide free (paid through
membership fees) webpages or IDX links for use on a personal site. These tools are
geared to local areas.

ONLINE MARKETING

If used correctly, a web site is a potential source of leads through Search Engine
Optimization and Search Engine Marketing. 

Some real estate agents think they have the best web page in the world; unfortunately, 
"If you build it, they will come" does not apply to a web site. Having a professionally
made, beautiful looking web site will not attract someone unless found by accident.
Without either advertising a web site using traditional marketing campaigns like mailings
or magazine ads, or making the major search engines on the web aware of the content
through SEO, the site remains without visitors. 
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Chapter 475, F.S., and the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the National
Association of REALTORS® also impose important requirements. 

When used correctly, Social Media can create an online presence, drive and convert
customers. An example is to post a valuable article or market stat linking to a full article
on the agent website.

BASIC ELEMENTS OF A USEFUL WEBSITE

When composing a website carefully use visuals. Do not detract from the message. The
goal is a website that satisfies customer needs with a positive impression remaining.
Research and experience support the following guidelines:

G Make the website pleasant to see and easy to use. The homepage is the first
impression the customer will have of you. A slide show of local imagery is a good
starting point. Font size must be readable with relevant images and careful color
choices - dark text on a light colored background, for example.

G Concentrate of trust-building content while paying attention to spelling and
grammar.

G Offer quick-search functionality with search tools available.

G Featured properties will help convince sellers of an online marketing presence.
Use as a listing tool. 

G Points of contact information must include brokerage name and last name of
agent (if personal name is used) - check Florida Statute 6.J2- 10.025. (Convention
calls for contact information at the top right area of a web page.)

G Links to local schools, lenders, business and government and municipality contact
information are important resources.

CONVERT LEADS TO CUSTOMERS

Lead generation is an attainable website goal. Logic and art are both required.

If using an enhanced IDX search engine, IDX registration is effective. A user can create
a custom property search, save the search, and the agent can analyze the geographic
area, price and other criteria established by the customer. An agent’s analysis can locate
the target property before the customer is aware of its availability. It is a form of data
mining. 
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Incentive-based lead capture does not require enhanced IDX. An incentive to the
customer is also data for the agent. Effective marketing makes the customer want to
provide contact information which may lead to future business. Providing a Market
Analysis, neighborhood comparables (remember Code of Ethics guidlines), home
valuations and other online services put the customer in control. Hand-pick and deliver
information to the customer before they find it. Create a form to gather dream home data,
or become creative and use a custom incentive. 

DOMAIN NAMES, HOSTING, Web site FILES AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES

A web site is made up of 3 basic components: the domain name, the hosting server, and
the web site files. Think of a web site as a file on your computer. You create the file,
make changes to it and then save it. Then you can always open that document later to
view the information. A web site is similar-- a user types in the domain name, and that
directs them to the files that make up the web site. But rather than have the web site files
on your own computer, you have a dedicated computer that is always on, or Hosting
Server, so when that file is asked for, it's ready to go.

DOMAIN NAME

The domain name is a memorable name that visitors use to view a web site. Each web
site has an equivalent IP address, which is a set of numbers assigned to the server
where your web site resides. An ip (Internet Protocol) address may look something like:
/123.112.113.114/ -- the domain name is simply to assign a more easily typed and more
memorable routing to the web site. 

Domain names are regulated by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN). When you pay for a domain name to a company like Godaddy, for
example, you are paying them to maintain the records with ICANN.

HOSTING

Hosting is just a computer that is always on and ready to display the web site files. While
it is possible to maintain your own hosting computer (AKA, web server or hosting server),
it requires quite a bit of technical knowledge and effort. 

There are hosting services that will take care of that for you for a fee. In the case of most
web site owners, this is suggested.

WEBSITE FILES

The files that make up the web site are what people see when they type in the domain
name. When you "make changes to the web site," you are simply altering the files that
are at the hosting server where the domain name points.
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E-MAIL ADDRESS

Think of an e-mail address like the mailbox at an apartment complex. The domain name
is the address of the apartment building, and the e-mail address is the apartment
number.  Multiple e-mail addresses can be setup for a single domain name.

FRAMED V. INTEGRATED IDX

IDX stands for Internet Data Exchange. IDX is an umbrella term used to cover NAR
policies, standards and software pertaining to the display of listing information on
member websites. It is IDX that enables members of an MLS (multiple listing service) to
integrate MLS listings of other brokers into their own websites.

FRAMED IDX

Members of Florida REALTORS® are provided with a public property search that can be
added to an agent website. This code is also provided by the MLS. The functionality
comes in form of a link which can be framed or displayed inside the website. They
provide basic information but cannot be customized. 

From an SEO perspective, framed IDX search on a website is of little value but can be
perfectly acceptable depending on agent strategy and needs.

INTEGRATED IDX

This is also known as enhanced IDX. It searches raw MLS data through the data stream
and requires a website developer to create the application that extracts listing data but
allows for customization in regard to display and search specific data. It has the potential
of boosting SEO efforts if correctly employed. Changes occur frequently and maintaining
the software could make it cost prohibitive.

Another option for displaying listing information is to use the raw data about the listings
that is maintained by each MLS using the RETS data feed. This option requires a web
site developer to create the application that serves the listing data, but allows for more
versatility in regard to how the data is searched for and displayed. In addition to custom
query and display of the listing information, using the data feed allows search engines to
see that content on the web site, which could potentially boost SEO efforts if
programmed correctly.

There are also subscription-based third party companies that provide what is referred to
as "integrated IDX," where for a monthly fee a service will provide you with a customized
or semi customized solution that falls somewhere in the middle of framed IDX and a
custom Data solution in terms of flexibility and SEO benefit. If choosing a third party
company for the SEO benefits of integrated IDX, be sure their solution can be indexed by
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search engines before you buy. In most cases this is the best solution to agents and
brokerages with limited budgets who require an advanced web search. These solutions
can be purchased and integrated into an existing website, or built into a stock website, as
a package.

Enhanced IDX often includes CRM (customer resource management) software that
provides tracking a cutomers search. Some REALTORS® want to register a customer in
order to analyze a stored search. Others require registration after (x) number of
searches. Many customers do not want to register and lose their anonymity. 

MOBILE WEB PRESENCE AND THE RELATION TO SEO

Last year Google announced a change to their search algorithms that would reward site
owners who deliver an optimized mobile experience to their viewers. That means that
people who did not have what Google calls a “mobile-friendly” web site may have their
places in SERPs replaced by a web site that did. 

Fear of losing placement from this update aided it in being referred to as Mobilegeddeon.
But was the update a deathblow to many sites who had placed well for valuable content?
Most likely not. 

From popular SEO web site, SearchEngineLand.com: “We have to understand that
mobile-friendliness is a single ranking factor. There are more than 200 ranking factors
that determine the position of web sites.”

In fact, some research shows that a site’s speed and load times seem to be a more
significant ranking factor than mobile-friendliness.

Ultimately, it is a best practice to have a mobile friendly and responsive website.

RESPONSIVE WEBSITE DESIGN

Wikipedia provides a good summary of Responsive Web Design:

“Responsive web design (RWD) is an approach to web design aimed at crafting sites to
provide an optimal viewing and interaction experience—easy reading and navigation with
a minimum of resizing, panning, and scrolling—across a wide range of devices (from
desktop computer monitors to mobile phones)”

From a usability standpoint, RWD makes it easy for people to navigate to and view the
content they are searching for. A fully responsive web site will look different on a tablet
versus a cell phone versus a desktop computer versus a laptop. This approach
sometimes involves trimming content and features that may be less relevant in order to
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deliver the most important content through a minimalist display of the content based of
device.

Instead of managing a separate mobile version of a website, RWD adjusts to the screen
size of the viewer.

OPTIMIZATION

An aware associate wants an Internet presence that ranks highly in search engines after
an inquiry. In our industry so much competition, extra effort is required. 

Agents can generate potential customers through a web presence with creativity, a
targeted strategy, rich content, and a general knowledge of how primary search engines
determine which results they choose to display in Search Engine Results Pages
(SERPS).

The following premise assumes an agent has created a content strategy and wants to
optimize that website for organic search results.

CONTENT IS KING 

Content is most important. Without relevant, engaging, and properly optimized content,
no search engine will come back to your site - even if snagged once. Content is the
foundation of search engine optimization. 

People use Internet search to fulfill a need or answer a question. Effective content will
answer that question or fulfill that need. Contrary to some people's beliefs, having a
paragraph that says "Florida Real estate professional providing real estate services to
Florida people looking for real estate" does not help anybody, including the webpage it is
on. This is also referred to as keyword stuffing. That may have worked in the early days
of search, but Google and the other large search engines are smarter than that now.
You may even be penalized and have results demoted drastically for those types of
offenses. 

When it comes to collecting content for your site, it is OK (encouraged) to find inspiration
by reading other agent websites, but stealing is wrong. Besides the legal and ethical
issues, using duplicate content is as bad as having no content at all. 

Search engines recognize the content as being duplicated.8 According to Google®,
"make appropriate adjustments in the indexing and ranking of the sites involved." Find
out if content has been duplicated with the free service Copyscape.
(http://www.copyscape.com/)
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Other common practices used by web site developers can prevent a site's content from
being seen by search engines. Flash animations and homepage introductions,
"iframes," and URLs that do not contain relevant keywords can make it hard for search
engines to know that a web site has what a person wants. 

TO BLOG OR NOT TO BLOG 

Blogging can be a successful way to attract traffic to the web site. The main benefit of a
blog is the ability to disperse relevant content online. 

Blogging provides opportunities to post relevant content online. It is like a raffle; the more
tickets bought, the better the chances of winning. In addition, platforms like WordPress
allow you to host blogs on the server at your own domain name, and include robust SEO
tools built into the application. 

While most of the experts suggest that an agent blog, there are liability considerations for
the agent and the broker. Proceed with caution1:

Real estate professionals and other bloggers must understand that they could be sued
for copyright infringement, libel, defamation, invasion of privacy and other such crimes. 

A real estate agent in Miami was slapped with a $25 million defamation lawsuit by a
developer after blogging about condominium projects, for instance, and anonymous
posts on numerous sites resulted in a battle between a real estate blogger and an online
lead generation and referral service. 

Inman News managing editor Marcie Geffner urges bloggers to take several factors into
consideration before posting content. Among other precautions, they should make sure
their blogs contain accurate information; check the facts; use information from reliable
sources only; clearly state when what they write is an opinion; avoid libelous or
defamatory comments; obtain permission to use photos and other content; and avoid
plagiarism.

When brainstorming for topics, there are different ways to approach content. For
example, if a niche market consists of particular neighborhoods, write blog posts with
information or statistics regarding that neighborhood. 

Some example of blog post titles and ideas that might attract customers:

i Home Sale Rise in High Point Area of Delray Beach

     1 Inman News (07/01/08) Geffner, Marcie, © Copyright 2008 INFORMATION, INC. Bethesda, MD
(301) 215-4688
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i Brand New Condos for Sale in Mission District
i Orlando Real Estate Market Statistics and Report - October, 2016
i Luxury Beach Home Hits Market on Marco Island.

Think about what a buyer or seller may be looking for, whether a question or specific
information. Give it to them.

MAKE IT EASY FOR SEARCH ENGINES TO FIND YOUR SITE

Many search engines contend that their bots and spiders (applets that roam the Internet)
will eventually locate any web page, Google says, You do not even need to submit
your site to Google. “Google is a fully automated search engine that uses software
known as “spiders” to crawl the web on a regular basis and find sites to add to our index.
In fact, the vast majority of sites listed in our results aren’t manually submitted for
inclusion, but found and added automatically when our spiders crawl the web.”

What they do not say is that the process may take up to two months. That is not
comforting. Some sites will be missed. This is where free software, such as Google
Webmaster Tools can be handy.

In addition to making sure search engines can read the content properly, it is also
important to make sure people can read it. Test the site to make sure that it appears
correctly in different browsers. Also take a look at it using different phone and tablet
operating systems like iOS and Android.  

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION V SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING 

Search engine optimization is the process of optimizing a new or existing web site so that
search engines will be able to best determine the content to display in their "organic"
search results. Organic results are what most people click on when searching - they are
the main list of results. 

Search engine marketing is the process of advertising a web site with the search
engines. Services like Google AdWords or Bing Ads will give you the ability to "pay to
play." While most people click on the organic results, search engine marketing still has
opportunity to get you seen online, and if the numbers work for you this can be very
effective. 

To reach larger numbers of people than optimization alone, some agents use a
combination of these techniques for maximum saturation. If interested in search results
as a source of leads, you must at least optimize the web site. Search engine marketing
tools can enhance the optimization by showing you what terms people are using.
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“Search is like golf,” says Gord Hotchkiss2, president and CEO of Enquiro, a search
marketer based in British Columbia. “It’s not that hard to do it halfway right and get
results. But like golf, there’s another dimension to search that almost no one has
scratched.” Search engine marketing is a bargain. “You know almost immediately what
works and what doesn’t, which lets you shift tactics and keywords on a dime. And even
when done halfway right, search marketing can be amazingly effective.”

READY, SET, OPTIMIZE 

Preparing the Pages 

When someone performs a web search for a particular term, the content of the results
listing can be quite different from the pages themselves. The list usually contains page
titles and some kind of text, either the Meta Description data, the first few lines of the
page, or a programmatically generated summary of the most important text. 

The listings are sorted by the search engine in order of relevance, according to its
proprietary algorithm. This means is that while a user can take advantage of this dynamic
by composing web pages to compound the effect, ultimately the search engines decide
which pages populate the search engine results pages (SERPS).

Assuming you have already established the keywords or phrases that you are targeting,
there are fundamentals to ensure that proper web site and content preparation has been
made. These are the elements web site owners can control to be best prepared. Keep in
mind that depending on the popularity of the keyword being targeted and competitions
efforts, simply completing these tasks alone may do little to increase online visibility.

Effective search engine efforts are required on every page to be indexed.

META Title 

META Title is the first element to be seen in a search result, located above the URL. The
title is the most important of the META tags as search engines use this information,
along with the URL and page content, to determine the relevance of a search result. A
well written title is crucial for terrific search results.

Next to the domain name and URLs, the titles are the most important element in a
search result listing other than content itself. 

     215 tips for timely, effective search engine keywords, by Joanna L. Krotz, copyright ©2009 by
Microsoft Corporation.
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Always use META titles carefully. Provide context as well as the specific topic of
the page, and always make sure the spelling is correct. 

Search engines use the existence of a word or term in a title, along with the
context and amount of occurrences, as one of many suggestions that the page is a
relevant match for those searching for that term or word. Inclusion of the best
keywords in the title will increase chances of a higher page ranking.

For example, a real estate brokerage in Venice named Tom’s Realty has a search
campaign targeting the keyword, “Venice Florida Real Estate.” Rather than simply
titling the page “Tom’s Realty,” the title “Venice Real Estate | Tom’s Realty would
be a more valuable META title. While both examples above are accurate, one
provides more information, especially when supportive content of the title is
reflected.

If your niche consists of a particular subdivision, use that in the title as well. It is best
practice to use the most valuable keywords toward the beginning of the META title.

URL

The URL is the Internet address for a web page. It contains the domain name along with
a specific address for each page. For example, http://www.trans-equity.com/about-us/ ,
usually consisting of the access protocol (http), the domain name ( www.trans-equity.com
), and contains the part to a file or resource (/about-us.htm/) on the web site of Trans-
Equity.com.

If the agent or broker had created a page targeted for a Naples community called Harbor
Cove, an ideal URL would be www.trans-equity.com/naples/harbor-cove-real-estate/. This
would assume that the server for trans-equity.com contained a folder named Naples, and
that the file (or page) named /harbor-cove-real-estate would reside in that folder. All of the
file and folder names contain relevant keywords.

META Descriptions 

META Description is the text a viewer sees in a list of search results. While search
engines can read this text, it is more important to write a META Description which would
make a customer want to click on the page.

Use the Meta Description tag to summarize the contents of each page. Many search
engines display this as part of their results, so present the page in its best light. This is
easier than it looks - you'll find that many of the pages can use very similar descriptions
with just the specific topic words changed. 
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The description is the opportunity to convince someone to visit the webpage from a list of
many other search results, so make it descriptive, relevant and inviting. 

An example of a good Meta Description for the Tom's Homes' Venice MLS search page
might be: 

<META NAME="description" CONTENT="Enhanced Venice Florida MLS listings search
page including recent and pending sales, property images, virtual tours and neighborhood
information">

META Keywords 

The META Keywords tag was created to provide search engines with short phrases that
reflect the content of a web page. The META Keywords tag was previously among top
factors that search engines access when ranking a site. With the improvements of
algorithms used by search engines, keywords are less important. Google, for example,
gives keywords no weight, rather, the actual content of the page. Some other search
engines still recognize keyword tags.

While choosing good Keywords is very important to the success of the search campaign,
the importance of "META Keywords" tag itself has faded in recent years. Originally they
allowed search engines to identify the most important elements of the page and to rank
the results so that the most relevant pages are at the top. These days they are less
important, though still considered a best practice for SEO. Think of Keywords themselves
as what you want people to type in to find you. The META Keywords tag is just another
way to tell search engines that the site contains those words. 

A good set of keywords encapsulates the specific topics the page covers. An example of
Meta Keywords for the Venice MLS Listings Search page would be: 

<META NAME="keywords" CONTENT="Venice Florida, real estate, Gulf of Mexico, golf,
homes, houses, water, waterfront, condos, Southwest Florida, listings, maps, pictures, for
sale, mls, search”> 

Meta Keywords help search engines define the relevancy of a match.

LOOK UNDER THE HOOD

There is no need to reinvent the wheel. HTML code can be viewed by anybody and is not
protected. Select interesting sites and examine the code for examples of how others
approach their SEO.
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1. When on any web page, right click the screen background and select View Source.
If you right click on an image, by accident, a different set of options will appear.

2. From the menu bar in Internet Explorer®, click on View and Source. Type CTRL-F
which brings up a Find screen and type in keywords. This will show the keywords
that the site uses.

Bear in mind that just because one site may perform better than another, does not mean
they have completed a perfect optimization. There are other factors.

The follows tips to choosing keywords are not specific to the real estate industry, but the
general guidelines to optimizing any web site. Because of the saturation of real estate
agents and brokerages in SERP’s,3 

1. Research, test and learn. Free online tools give you a popularity barometer of
keywords and offer suggestions about choices. You want traffic that converts into
customers, not lots of visitors. 

2. Don’t just look at one keyword. The more specific the phrases, the more likely
you’ll attract exactly the visitor who’s looking for what you sell. 

3. Mix and match. Run the gamut from broad keywords to specific ones, so you reel
in all possible prospects. 

4. Don’t overlook the obvious. The HTML title tag at the top of the browser window is
a prime factor in search indexing. 

“Clients waste their title tag by including only their company name,” says
Rosemary Brisco at ToTheWeb, a search marketer in San Mateo, CA. “The title
should include search terms ‘call to action’ messaging to entice prospects to click
on the link when it is presented in the search engine results page.” 

5. Invest in education. Take a course. Do some research. Play. 

6. If a site relies on Flash or illustrations, remember search engines do not read
graphics or Flash animation. 

7. Join the club. Each niche has its own buzzwords and jargon. Use those to draw
insiders you want to reach. 

     3 5 Tips for Timely, Effective Search Engine Keywords, by Joanna L. Krotz, ©2009 by Microsoft
Corporation.
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8. Review results. Keep checking which keywords attract which customers. Learn
which engines deliver customers. You can measure site traffic. 

9. Be your own customer. Every month or so, visit a search engine and input the
keywords you’re using and considering. You might be surprised at the results.

10. Use keywords consistently. A study (Overture) found that users gave a nearly 50%
higher “likelihood to click” to listings in which the keyword was included in both the
title and description. 

11. Leverage location. Use word
combinations that include your
city’s name and surrounding
suburbs or towns from which you
draw customers. 

12. Add content. Keywords work best
when there’s actual content for
engines to cruise and find. When
you post relevant articles,
information or reports, competitors
and other sites tend to link to your
site, which adds to traffic. As
broadband penetration increases
and users find searching for
information much easier, content is becoming ever more critical. 

13. Map pages to keywords. Rather than sending a potential customer to a landing or
home page, try to link the keyword descriptions to exactly the page that offers what
the user wants. 

14. Be honest. You’ll get better long-term results with keywords that actually represent
the services. Hyping the business only disappoints searching customers. 

Headings 

Search engines also use headings to rank a page in relevance for a particular
search. They assume that words in headings are more important than words in the
text, so the pages are more relevant to that search. 

Headings are identified using a numerical system starting with the most important
headings as a 1 (or H1), with subheadings being a 2 (H2), following the same
hierarchy down the line though 6 (H6).
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For example, imagine 2 web sites with nearly the same content on the page and
similar SEO efforts competing for the same keyword. The site that properly used
those keywords in heading tags would rank higher than pages with those words
use only in the text.

Consider vocabulary when creating pages, consider headers as small descriptions
of those sections.

Another best practice is to only use one H1. For example if you were optimizing a
page describing the importance of tags for SEO, the HTML code header structure
may look like this: 

 Header 1 = Headers Tags for SEO</h1>
Header 2 = How to use the h1, h2 and h3 tages </h2> 

 Header 3 = Only one H1 per document<h3> (supportive text)
Header 2 = Why are h1, h2, and h3 header tags important for SEO?</h2>

The image below illustrates how different headings may appear on a web site:
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Alt Tags and Image Titles

Two areas for potential SEO points occur when an image is inserted into a webpage. The
image name as well as the image title tag (if relevant to the rest of page content) provides
another opportunity to place keywords on a webpage.

Alt Tags were developed for persons with visual disabilities to describe the content of an
image. Alt tags are also opportunities, though best practice along with accessibility
standards dictate that the Alt tag should be used for good - not evil - SEO.

OTHER TOOLS AND STRATEGIES

Users can contribute to site and placement success of their web sites:

Use Google Analytics - This is a free service from Google. With the addition of a small
amount of code added to a webpage, site owners can view great statistics including; how
a user found the site, where they are geographically, what pages they looked at more
often and many more valuable statistics. Monitoring analytics can uncover opportunities
to add or change content.

Create A Google Webmaster Tools account - Another free service from Google. Users
interested in SEO capability should have a webmaster tools profile for the web site.
Webmaster Tools show how Google's spiders view a web site and provide an alert to
problems that may prevent a site from being properly indexed.

Submit a site map - This works in much the same way as indexing a web site. As the
name suggests, it is a map to web site pages and tells engines where content is located,
assuring they know it is there. Search engines will eventually find a site map on their own,
though site maps can be manually submitted at most search engines. (Google accepts
site map submissions through Webmaster tools.)

Research Keywords - In addition to the obvious keywords that may apply to a web site,
there are usually terms that may not be so obvious. Look at keywords used by the
competition by viewing their source code. Google provides a Keyword Tool through their
Adwords software that is free to use and can provide valuable insight in the actual terms
people may search. (https://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner/Home)

File and Image names - A web page named venice-florida-property-search.html is far
more descriptive than search.html. Search engines appreciate the help. The same is said
for the images used on a web site. A search engine will learn more from an image named
venice-home-for-sale-pool-view.jpg than it would DCM000012.jpg.
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File Structure - A web site that contains different information and resources about multiple
neighborhoods could use those neighborhood names as a basis for a file structure. 

www.yourdomain.com/venice-real-estate/pinebrook/homes-with-pools/123-2nd-st.html. 

The assumption is there is a page named "123-2nd-st.html" in a folder named "homes-
with-pools", which was in a folder named "pinebrook", located in a folder named "venice-
real-estate" on the web server.  This way of structuring a web site provides more
opportunities to present keywords in web site code.

Internal Linking Structure - Internal links go from one page on a domain to a different
page on the same domain. They are commonly used in main navigation but can also be
used in paragraph text. These type of links are useful because they allow help establish
information hierarchy for the web site and spread ranking power across web sites.

ADVICE FROM Google

The ultimate goal of search engine optimization is to get a site to appear in one of the top
positions when a user runs a Google (or other search engine) search of the Internet.
Google offers many tools for the Internet community4. Google does not accept money
to include or rank sites in search results.

In addition to relevant, engaging content, the design of the site must also follow rules for
Google  to effectively crawl its content. 

Things to do:

1. Give visitors the information they seek. Provide high-quality content, especially on
the homepage. This is the single most important thing to do. Write pages that
clearly and accurately describe the topic. Think about the words users would type
to find the pages and include those words on the site.

2. Make sure that other sites link to your site. Links help crawlers find the site and
can give the site greater visibility in our search results. 

3. Keep in mind that search engine algorithms distinguish natural links from
unnatural links. Natural links to the site develop as part of the dynamic nature of
the web when other sites find the content valuable and think it would be helpful for

     4

Http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=35291&cbid=-juqkpbxhejmr&src=cb&l
ev=answer 
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their visitors. Unnatural links to the site are placed there specifically to make the
site look more popular to search engines. Only natural links are useful for the
indexing and ranking of the site.

Things to avoid:

Do not fill a page with lists of keywords, attempt to “cloak” pages, or put up “crawler only”
pages. If the site contains pages, links, or text that you do not intend visitors to see,
Google (and most other search engines) considers those links and pages deceptive
and may ignore a site.

1. If the domain is affiliated with a deceptive service, it could be banned from the
Google index.

2. The Google crawler does not recognize text contained in graphics.

3. Avoid hidden text or hidden links. Do not use cloaking or sneaky redirects. Do not
deceive users.

4. Make pages primarily for users, not for search engines.

5. Do not use unauthorized computer programs to submit pages, check ranking, etc.
Such programs consume computing resources and violate Google’s Terms of
Service. Google does not recommend the use of products such as WebPosition
Gold that send automatic or programmatic queries to Google. Do not send
automated queries to Google. 

6. Do not create pages with malicious behavior, such as phishing or installing
viruses, trojans or other badware.

7. Do not create multiple pages, subdomains, or domains with substantially duplicate
content. 

Internet search engine expert Randy Eager offers these additional web site suggestions5:

1 Get real. You get paid to do real estate. You can’t compete with the professionals
in Web design and search engine optimization, so stick with what you do well.

     5 “Drive Prospects to Your Web Site,” by Randy Eagar, FLORIDA Realtor®, page 32, February, 2009.
Copyright ©2009 by the Florida Realtors®, Orlando, FL 32802. All rights reserved.
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2 Change the source code. Shortening words and using abbreviations isn’t a good
idea, because people typically type whole words into search engines.

3 Google web site titles can be up to 66 characters and pages; Yahoo can handle
110. Take up the full 110 but put the best 66 [first] for Google.

4 Watch the keywords. Be cautious about keyword stuffing. Try to limit keywords to
no more than 48 because the search engines won’t read more than that. If they
see more, they’ll assume you’re trying to spam people and the ranking won’t
improve.

5 Join forums. When you ask a question or answer someone else’s question in a
forum, you put the name, e-mail address and Web site URL at the bottom of the
message. It then becomes an inbound link to the site. When the search engines
read that, it bounces to the site and you get that many more inbound links.

DO IT YOURSELF OR GET HELP 

Expenses are high for real estate agents and Internet marketing expenses can be
reduced if some, or all, of the work can be done by the agent. An agent can acquire the
skill to: 

I. Learn the fundamentals of the online marketing and optimization process; and, 

II. Spend an hour, or two, a month on the process; or, 

III. Hire someone to provide the service. While this may be cost effective for some
agents, understanding the process provides a level of knowledge that most people
do not have.
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PART TWO: ETHICAL AND LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

The DRE is within the Department of Business and Professional Regulation (DBPR). 

Internet SITES:

DBPR http://www.myfloridalicense.com/dbpr/
DBPR Online Service http://www.myfloridalicense.com 
Florida Attorney General http://myflorida.com/
DRE http://www.myfloridalicense.com/dbpr/re/ 
Department of Law Enforcement http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/
55 And Older Database http://fchr.state.fl.us

TECHNO ETHICS

Members of the National Association of Realtors™
are obligated to follow the Code of Ethics and
Standards of PracticeK. Many astute agents
provide a link to the Code of Ethics and Standards
of PracticeK on the home page of web sites. Is the
COE on your web site?

The ethical use of software is a consideration. Any
software must be appropriately licensed.
Copyrighted software cannot be copied or sold to
other users. Violation of federal copyright laws
incurs heavy penalties.

Some manufacturers prohibit programs from
running on more than one machine at the same time. Read the site license that is included with the
software. It is also a good idea to periodically review all software on each company computer to
verify compliance.

If you own a desktop and a sub/notebook it may be necessary to purchase two copies of a program,
but not usually. Verify before purchase. The Software & Information Industry Association offer
guidelines at http://www.siia.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=77&Itemid=7 .
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FLORIDA  REQUIREMENTS

Internet advertising: 61J2-10.025 Advertising6: All advertising must be in a manner by which
reasonable persons would know they are dealing with a real estate licensee. All real estate
advertisements must include the licensed name of the brokerage firm. No real estate advertisement
placed or caused to be placed by a licensee shall be fraudulent, false, deceptive or misleading.

When the licensee’s personal name appears in the advertisement, at the very least the licensee’s
last name must be used in the manner in which it is registered with the Commission.

(a) When advertising on a site on the Internet, the brokerage firm name as required in
paragraph (1) above shall be placed adjacent to or immediately above or below the point of
contact information. “Point of contact information” refers to any means by which to contact the
brokerage firm or individual licensee including mailing address(es), physical street
address(es), e-mail address(es), telephone number(s) or facsimile telephone number(s).

State of Florida Sites

Name of site Web Address (URL) Content

Florida Contact List http://www.myflorida.com All Florida agencies, bureaus, state
offices. Contacts for every state
office

Florida Legislature http://www.leg.state.fl.us/ All Florida legislative documents
and considerable research

Florida Department of Law
Enforcement

http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/ Full listing of convicted sex
predators and offenders

Internet Librarian http://www.dos.state.fl.us/fgils Ready reference library

Florida Statutes http://www.leg.state.fl.us/citize
n/documents/statutes/ 

All of them

     6Specific authority 120.53, 475.05 FS. Law implemented 475.01, 475.25, 475.42, 475.421, 475.4511
FS. Effective April 1999.
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Florida Real Estate Regulatory Sites

Name of site Web Address (URL) Content

Department of Business
and Professional
Regulation

Http://myfloridalicense.com 

http://myflorida.com 

Access to many DBPR license
functions

Florida Real Estate
Commission Handbook

http://www.state.fl.us/dbpr/htm
l/re/frectoc.htm

Updated guide to all real estate
agent requirements

Division of Real Estate http://www.myfloridalicense.co
m/dbpr/index.html 

Access all rules and regulations

VIEWING DBPR CREDITS ON THE Internet

All accredited courses are licensed with DBPR. Student rosters must be filed within thirty (30) days of
any course using the online database of DBPR. Deficiencies can be noted and remedied early. Any
account should be examined regularly.

Log into:

https://www.myfloridalicense.com/ActivateAccountInstruct.asp?Page=CErequirements.asp&SID=  

This is a secure web site and data is protected. The account of the licensee must be activated on the
web site. The initial PIN number assigned by
the Department is the last 4 digits of the
Social Security number of the individual;
businesses use the last 4 numbers of their
Federal Tax ID number for the initial login.

Customer service is available at 850-487-
1395 between 8 AM and 6 PM, Monday
through Friday. Saturday service lines are
open on Saturday, from 10 AM to 2 PM. 
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CAN-SPAM ACT REGULATING E-MAIL

The Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing (CAN-SPAM) Act of 2003
imposes Federal requirements on E-mail imposing four rules. 

1. False or misleading header information is prohibited. Originating E-mail addresses must be
accurate and identify a specific sender. Failure to comply could result in disciplinary action
including a fine not to exceed $11,000.

2. Deceptive subject lines are prohibited.

3. There must be an opt-out option. Senders have 10 days to comply.

4. Any commercial E-mail must include a physical mailing address of the sender and labeled as
an advertisement.

REDUCE COMMUNICATIONS TO WRITING

The ability to log information and agreements in order to avoid misunderstandings is a requirement of
Article Nine of the Code of Ethics and Standards of PracticeK of the National Association of
Realtors™. The personal computer word processing and e-mail programs document all contact,
including a personal meeting with any customer or principal/customer. These records should be
maintained for future reference and data mining.

Article 12 and the Standards of Practice of Article 12 of the COE provide examples of acceptable
Internet advertising. Changes must be reviewed regularly.

Article 12 Cast Studies

Case #12-21: Registration of URL Similar to Name of Subsequently-Established Firm

(Adopted November, 2008. Revised May, 2017.)

REALTOR® Z was a partner in the XYZ residential real estate firm in the north woods. She was also
a former advertising executive who was constantly looking at new and innovative ways to position
and market the XYZ firm. While her partners had consistently resisted her suggestions to change the
firm’s name to better reflect the locale they served, REALTOR® Z had, with their concurrence,
registered a number of domain names based on firm names she had to date been unable to
convince her partners to adopt. She felt this was a wise strategy since it was only a matter of time
until she would convince her partners that a name change was beneficial. Among the domain names
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registered were northwoodsrealestate.com, woodsandlakesrealty.com, and upnorthrealestate.com.
None of those names were, to the best of REALTOR® Z’s knowledge, similar to the names of other
area real estate brokerage companies.

Approximately a year later Sales Associate B received his broker’s license, left the XYZ firm, and
opened his own brokerage firm which he named Up North Real Estate. When he attempted to
register the domain name upnorthrealestate.com he learned it had already been registered by
REALTOR® Z. Upset with this turn of events, he filed an ethics complaints with the local association
of REALTORS® charging REALTOR® Z and her partners with having violated Article 12 of the Code
of Ethics, as interpreted by Standard of Practice 12-12.

At the hearing, REALTOR® Z defended her actions in registering the domain name
upnorthrealestate.com on the grounds she had been actively lobbying her partners to change the
firm’s name to Up North Real Estate; that she had no intention of using the domain name
upnorthrealestate.com until the firm’s name was changed and that at the time she had registered the
domain name no other firm that she was aware of had a similar, let alone identical, name. Moreover,
she argued, a domain name does not have to mirror a firm’s name, it merely has to present a “true
picture.” “The XYZ firm has listed and sold residential property in the north woods for many years.
‘Up north’ is traditionally used by residents and visitors to refer to our area,” she continued. “While I
hoped to convince my partners to change the name of our firm to ‘Up North Real Estate’ at some
point, if the XYZ firm had used the domain name—which we haven’t—it still would have satisfied
Article 12’s true picture requirement since it refers to a particular geographic locale, not to a
competing real estate company.”

Case #12-22: Registration of Domain Names Based on Competitors’ Firms’ Names

(Adopted November, 2008.)

REALTOR® X was the principal broker of a small but growing real estate brokerage firm.
REALTOR® X was constantly on the lookout for new and innovative ways to distinguish her firm from
the competition and to increase its market share. Rather than simply relying on tried and true
methods, REALTOR® X sought and often followed the advice of education, marketing and
technology consultants.

Based on the advice of her technology expert, REALTOR® X created and registered domain names
for her firm, for the licensees affiliated with her, and for herself. A somewhat more troubling
recommendation was that she register domain names mirroring the names of the real estate
brokerage firms in her area with the largest market shares. When she questioned the consultant, he
responded, “There’s no reason why not. Everyone does it. It’s just competition—and aggressive
marketing.”

When REALTOR® A tried to register a domain name for his firm ABC REALTORS®, he learned that
domain name had already been registered by REALTOR® X. Doing further research, he learned the
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names of several other large companies in the area had also been registered as domain names by
REALTOR® X. REALTOR® A filed an ethics complaint with the local association of REALTORS®
charging REALTOR® X with violating Article 12 of the Code of Ethics as interpreted by Standard of
Practice 12-12.

At the hearing, REALTOR® X defended her actions noting that Article 12 requires REALTORS® to
“present a true picture in their advertising, marketing, and other representations.” She pointed out
that she had never used the registered domain name mirroring the name of REALTOR® A’s firm, or
those based on the names of other local firms. Since she had not used the domain names, she
couldn’t see how she had violated Article 12.

Case #12-23: Intentionally Misspelled Domain Names Based on Names of Competitors’ Firms

(Adopted November, 2008. Revised May, 2017.)

REALTOR® V was the sole proprietor of a property management firm. REALTOR® V hoped to
expand into residential brokerage and wanted to attract buyers and sellers to his website in order to
enhance the growth of his firm’s brokerage activity. REALTOR® V sought the advice of several
website developers, each of whom had suggestions on how best to attract and hold visitors. One
suggestion REALTOR® V found particularly interesting was to create domain names similar, but not
identical, to the names of established brokerage firms in the area. REALTOR® V registered and
began to use domain names that, while similar to the names of the five largest residential brokerage
firms in the area, were each spelled slightly differently than those firms’ actual names.

In short order, complaints were filed against REALTOR® V by REALTORS® from each of the five
largest firms. The grievance committee concluded the complaints were related and consolidated
them for consideration at one ethics hearing.

Case #12-24: Registration of Domain Name Based on Sales Associate’s Name When Sales
Associate Subsequently Leaves the Firm

(Adopted November, 2008.)

REALTOR® P was the current broker-owner of the real estate brokerage firm founded by her
grandmother. Always on the lookout for ways to attract top sales associates, REALTOR® P offered
comprehensive training and benefits, including state of the art technology tools, individual websites,
and personalized domain names for each sales associate.

Sales Associate Q had enjoyed a long and productive relationship with REALTOR® P’s firm but,
having gained considerable experience and a broad client base, decided the time had come to start
his own firm. The parting was amicable except for one thing— Sales Associate Q’s domain name
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which, under the terms of his independent contractor agreement, remained the property of the firm.
Attempts to negotiate a release of the domain name proved unsuccessful and, with no alternative
available, Sales Associate Q filed an ethics complaint against REALTOR® P, alleging violation of
Article 12 as interpreted by Standard of Practice 12-12. Sales Associate Q’s complaint noted that the
domain name included Q’s first and last names and that any future use by REALTOR® P, now that Q
was no longer a member of her firm, would present something less than the true picture required by
Article 12.

At the hearing, REALTOR® P defended refusal to release the domain name on the grounds that at
the time she had registered it, Sales Associate Q had, in fact, been a member of her firm, and that
use of the domain name by a member of her firm had presented a true picture. Circumstances
change, she noted, adding that at the time she had registered the domain name on behalf of both her
firm and Sales Associate Q, her actions had been consistent with Article 12 as interpreted by
Standard of Practice 12-12. “The fact that Sales Associate Q decided to start his own firm shouldn’t
result in me being found in violation of the Code of Ethics,” she concluded.

Case #12-26: Advertising Role in Sales After Changing Firm Affiliation

(Adopted May, 2010)

REALTOR® P was a non-principal broker licensed with XYZ, REALTORS® whose forte was listing
residential property. Noted prominently on REALTOR® P’s website was the banner: “Sold by
REALTOR® P!” Under that banner were addresses of nearly a hundred properties REALTOR® P
had listed, and which had been sold either through REALTOR® P’s efforts or through the efforts of
cooperating brokers.

Seeking new opportunities, REALTOR® P ended his relationship with XYZ and affiliated with ABC,
REALTORS®. REALTOR® P promptly revised the information on his website to prominently display
the name of his new firm in a readily apparent manner. He also continued to display the lengthy list of
properties that he had listed, and which had sold, while REALTOR® P was affiliated with XYZ.

His departure from XYZ had been on good terms, so REALTOR® P was taken aback to receive a
complaint brought by his for- mer principal broker, REALTOR® D, alleging that REALTOR® P’s
website display of sold listings violated Article 12, as interpreted by Standard of Practice 12-7.

At the hearing, the complainant noted that Standard of Practice 12-7 provides, in relevant part, “Only
REALTORS® who participated in the transaction as a listing broker or cooperating broker (selling
broker) may claim to have ‘sold’ the property.” “It was XYZ, REALTORS®,” REALTOR® D added,
“that was the listing broker in these transactions, not our former sales associate, REALTOR® P. His
advertising of our listings and sales under the banner of his new firm ABC, REALTORS®, is
unauthorized and misleading to consumers who will get the impression that ABC was involved in
these transactions when that is simply not true.”
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REALTOR® P defended himself and his website pointing out that he had listed each of the properties
displayed on his website, and the only thing that had changed was his firm affiliation. He directed the
hearing panel’s attention to the disclaimer at the end of the list of properties that read, “Each of these
properties was listed by REALTOR® P over the past seven years. For much of that time, I was
affiliated with another firm.”

Case Study Answers

Case 12-21

The hearing panel agreed with REALTOR® Z’s reasoning, concluding that at the time REALTOR® Z
registered the domain name upnorthrealestate.com, it was not similar to the name of any other area
real estate company. The panel also noted that if it had been used, the domain name would have
satisfied Article 12’s true picture requirement since it would have simply suggested to consumers that
it was a source of property information in that geographic area.

Case 12-22

The hearing panel did not agree with REALTOR® X’s reasoning. The panel based its decision that
REALTOR® X had violated Article 12 on the wording of Standard of Practice 12-12 which bars
REALTORS® from registering URLs or domain names which, if used, would present less than a true
picture. The panel also noted that the very act of registering a URL or domain name which, if used,
would present an untrue picture is all that is required to violate Article 12, as interpreted by Standard
of Practice 12-12.

Case 12-23

At the hearing, REALTOR® V acknowledged that Article 12 requires REALTORS® to be “honest and
truthful in their real estate communications” and that REALTORS® must “present a true picture in
their advertising, marketing, and other representations.” “If I had used the actual names of any of
these firms in my domain names, that would have been a misrepresentation,” continued REALTOR®
V, “but when I changed spellings, I constructively created meaningless domain names which aren’t
deceptive since they don’t reflect the name of any actual real estate firm.” The hearing panel did not
agree with REALTOR® V’s defense, finding that each of the “slightly misspelled” domain names
were so similar to the names of REALTOR® V’s competitors that reasonable consumers would
readily conclude they would lead consumers to those firms’ respective websites. As REALTOR® V’s
“misspelled” domain names would mislead reasonable consumers, REALTOR® V was found in
violation of Article 12, as interpreted by Standard of Practice 12-12.

Case 12-24

The hearing panel concluded that REALTOR® P was not in violation of Article 12 as interpreted by
Standard of Practice 12-12 because her registration of a domain name that used Sales Associate Q’s
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name occurred with the knowledge and consent of Sales Associate Q; at the time of registration, use
by REALTOR® P’s firm satisfied Article 12’s true picture requirement; and that REALTOR® P had
ceased any use of the domain name at the time Sales Associate Q left the firm. The decision also
noted that while the Code of Ethics did not require REALTOR® P to transfer the domain name to
Sales Associate Q, domain name registrations must be renewed periodically and that a future
renewal of the domain name by REALTOR® P would be a violation of Article 12 if that domain name
does not reflect a “true picture” of REALTOR® P’s business at the time of the renewal.

Case 12-26

The hearing panel agreed with REALTOR® P’s defense, noting that consumers would understand
that some of the sales had occurred while REALTOR® P was affiliated with a different firm.
Consequently, REALTOR® P was found not in violation of Article 12.
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